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Basic Terminology

� Advance Care Planning
�The process of discussing the type of care you would or would 

not want for yourself. 
�Preferences such as the type of care you want, where you would 

want to pass away, who would make decisions for you.
�Creates a written record of your wishes, values, preferences, and 

decisions to ensure that care is delivered in the way you desire.



Basic Terminology

�Advance Directives
�Directives that pertain to treatment preferences and 

the designation of a surrogate decision maker when 
you are no longer able to make decisions on your own 
behalf.

�There are 3 categories of Advance Directives…



Basic Terminology

�3 Categories of Advance Directives continued…

�1. Living Will
�A written document intended to specify your medical 

wishes for when you are still living.
�Living will can be very specific or general.
�Includes decisions regarding prolonging life or 

withdrawing treatment; artificial nutrition and hydration 
as well as use of pain medication.



Basic Terminology

�3 Categories of Advance Directives continued…

�2. Healthcare Proxy (Power of Attorney)
�This person is designated to make health care decisions on 

your behalf.
�This person knows what you want.



Basic Terminology

�3 Categories of Advance Directives continued…

�3. Durable Power of Attorney
�A person who is designated to make healthcare and 

financial decisions on your behalf if you become 
incapacitated.



Important Documents

�Advance Health Care Directive
�POLST



Advance Healthcare Directive

�Advance Health Care Directive
�Everyone over 18 should have one.



Advance 
Healthcare 
Directive

�Part 1
�Designation of 

Agent



Advance 
Healthcare 
Directive

�Part 2
�Individual 

Instructions



Advance 
Healthcare 
Directive

�Part 2
�Individual 

Instructions 
continued…



Advance 
Healthcare 
Directive

� Signatures



POLST

�POLST
�Provider Order for Life Sustaining Treatment
�A medical order, signed by a medical professional.
�Should be completed when a person is seriously ill or has 

advanced frailty.



�Section A:
�What to do if a person has 

no pulse and is not 
breathing

POLST



�Section B:
�What to do if a person has 

a pulse and is breathing.

POLST



�Section C:
�Artificially administered 

nutrition

POLST



� Section D:
� Signatures and Summary of Medical 

Condition

� Patient

� Guardian

� Agent designated as POA

� Patient designated surrogate
� Surrogate selected by consensus of 

interested persons.

POLST



�Section E:
�Surrogate selected by 

consensus of Interested 
Persons.

�LAR (Legally Authorized 
Representative as outlined 
in Section D.)

POLST



Key Takeaways and Discussion

�Everyone needs an Advance Healthcare Directive
�Not Everyone needs a POLST.
�Download and Print blank copies at

�www.islandshospice.com

�Talk to your doctor
�For additional education, call Islands Hospice and request 

our Transitional Care Program.
�550-2552

http://www.islandshospice.com/

